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IMPRESSIONS OF MANILA

Possibilities In Islandi
Think Natives Not Fit for

Sees Great

Reductions"Furs
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1

Yet.

From Scotland
Ginghams and Madras

In view of the
A Clearing Sale
fur
of
hundreds
garments sold,
You know what that means
and the less than prices that are meant to sell, and
one hundred
sell quickly Very little regard
we'll is paid to former prices, and al
not be satisfied most as little to present desira
with less than an bility. The goods, have had a;
absolute clearing season's showing; most of them
of all winter furs. are in small assortments that!
4
Scores of stylish must go now to make way for!
muffs, scarfs and collarettes will spring arrivals. Every ornament!
now be offered at from one-haand every yard of braid should
of real values. be gone before Monday's sun sets.
to
Judge by these few descriptions:
50c, 63c and 73c Cut Steel and Jeweled Buckles, eighteen pf them at... 23c
ai S7.no
Collars of

Three hun-

Correspondence of the Indianapolis Journal.
MANILA, P. I., xJec. 10, 1803. The Phil-

ippines are, upon the average, ten degrees
north of the equator. That 13 their greatest drawback. The heat la Intense. I am
writing this letter at 6 p. m., In my shirt
fashionsleeves, sweating at every pore. It is as
able goods are
uncomfortable as at home In August.
This
heat deteriorates the races which
now on exhibidwell so near the equator. There Is not on
tion and sale in
record a single nation thus located which
has had a history. The trouble is that
our east aisle
nature has done too much for the people
enough to make
who dwell In the great Malay archipelago.
thousand
O
Lfe can be lived on too easy terms to
develop
national qualities.
shirts and shirt
lf
The Filipinos are a mixture of good and
waists. Seems Scotland is getbad with far more good than bad. They
two-thirare, as the history of the past five years
ting more than her share, but
abundantly proves, a brave people. They
then no one else puts colors in
fight like tigers, but have no firearms
with quite the staying quality of
worth naming to fight with. They are a
Five Astrakhan Storm
kindly,
well disposed people, very much
75c and $1 Oxidized and Jeweled
stylish cut, former price $13.50.
the Scotch, and quality always
given
to
talk and lying very primitive in
Slides, twenty-tw- o
to
sell at.
10c gets first recognition here.
AT 81- 0ways
their
and far behind their neighbors
Three Collarettes, with Astrakhan A box of 25c
h
Smoked Pearl
Japan
or
in
China. In fact, they are not
AT 45- cyokes and ripple borders of AmeriBuckles, choice
5c
to
be named In the same breath with those
Satln-stripe- d
Ginghams and finest
can Seal, $22.50 garments; also two Cogreat races. In extenuation it is to be
two
30
styles.
Scotch Madras;
llarettes of Krimmer and American Seal, $1.50 and $3 Black Beaded Garni
said
that for three centuries they have
tures, just four of them at
such as earlier sold at 130.
25c AT ;j9- cground
been
down by the ferocities of the
Mercerized Madras, a wonderFlne
AT Ö1S-50- One $1 French Garniture at
Spanish
rule a rule, namely, of priests and
JJOc
fully good fabric; 10 styles.
One Persian Lamb Collarette, with
own all the best lands and are
who
friars,
American Seal border and top collar; One $2 Black Spangled Blouse Front.. 75c AT 35c
very
corrupt.
There are no schools to
also one American Seal Collarette, with
Gingham, fancy Zephyrs,
Brocaded
speak of, and the people are very ignorant
Marten border and top collar. Either was
and Madras; one hundred
Tissues
totally unfit for
and
earlier' priced $23.
pieces.
six
By
and
Yard
The Filipino lives in a bamboo house,
AT 817-75-with palm leaves or rice straw,
thatched
AT l5c
Threo American Seal Collarettes, Inch and half-Inc- h
evand raised from four to six feet from the
Scotch Madras and Ginghams In
Silk Plush Band
with border and tabs of Blue Fox. Trimmings, that were
design
of
coloring
ground upon stilts so as to avoid the dampand
ery
possible
25c and 35c
They formerly sold at $33.
nine
and
one
hundred
Stripe;
ness of the wet season. lie Is fairly clean-- so
a yard, now
10c Plaid and
pieces.
much above the Chinese that we may
AT 832 50Band Trimming of Black
A Collarette of American Seal, Half-Inc- h
say clean, so much Inferior to the Japhandsomely trimmed with marten-ta- bs, "Wool Astrakhan, reduced from
anese that we may say dirty. Every Filtop collar and brush tails. This
a yard to
10c
ipino keeps a fighting cock, and when his
style was $17.50.
house takes fire, as it often does, this is
Round
Short lengths of Black and Colored
the first thing to be rescued. The man
Trimming Braids, such as sold at
AT 8SO. S35 and 8GO
stephave
cloths
wears
as few clothes as possible. lie
Rarely beautiful Collarettes of 10c to 25c a yard, will be priced
5c'
wears his shirt outside of his trousers, eviped beyond
choicest furs garments such as re- A big
lot
of
Colored
Black
and
dently upon the principle that white linen
cently sold at $S3 and $00.
of a fad inbounds
Fancy
Tubular
are
and
Braids
of
should be shown and not, as with us, conA few of those $10 Brown Marten
fered
at
lc(
e
o
n
d
unquesti
to
cealed.
The Filipino women are very
OO
Muffs are still available at
8G
"dressy"
and wear a costume, the like of
popularity.
fancy ,
Two pieces of $2.50,
can
be found nowhere on earth and
which
spangled Black Net will be sold at. .50c
cent importations
A
which, I am bound to say, Is very becoming, indeed. It consists of a great wealth
Black embroidered Chiffon that sold are much lower in price and more
price,
same
re
is,
likewise,
of very gay colored skirt, which "tremForty costumes in all, each at the
heretofore.
design
in
varied
than
bles away into distance as if it were loath
50c
jackets duced to
made with tight-fittinWe ask your attention to several
to cease." Then their bodice is low In the
a $3.50 Perand thoroughly up to date in ev Just nine yards remaining of will
neck and extremely short. While in front
excellent qualities ready shaped
be
sian Embroidered Chufon
it is all that modesty requires, often beery feature. The materials are closed out at
39c into perfect circles 90 to 108
hind there is a strip of territory uncovered
fashionable plain and
not intentionally, perhaps, because the
inches in diameter, that are
female Filipino is a
modest
cloths the prices but little above
priced between $12 and $35. .
person.
They all have beautiful heads of
half of earlier quotations.
k
New Table Damasks by the yard are
hair, which they often allow to
pretty.
surprisingly
as nature desired it. Invariafall
behind
Besides the above there are two
AT 8 12. 75bly, around the neck Is a cape of some delTwenty-flv- e
XIV designs. Scrolls, Lilies. Roses
Suits, whose regular boxes-.obraids;, and one of. all-- ; Louis
"
f
interspersed
Topples
and
fabric, often fine lace. So putting
icate
with Satin
' price rangt"upward to $25. Jackets
all their clothes together, the effect Is very
overs that will be closed out at Stripes are most attractive patterns.
are
picturesque. The girls are all very pretty,
.81-0Some for as little as
just half the already low prices.
AT 81 moIndeed, with Innocent baby faces.
$3-0Others priced upward to
d
Fifteen Suits Uat are
COMMERCIAL POSSIBILITIES.
Also a lot of short length Nets Breakfast and Dinner Napkins to match
throughout. Suit and Jacket. ForSpanish
Manila
is an old, tumble-dow- n
and Black Laces.
mer prices ran as high as $35.
all of them.
grass-grown
city, its walls all
and its
decaying.
cathedral and schools
The surrounding country Is very low and marshy,
but the hills and the high lands are plainly
in sight. The Island of Luzon is as large
as the State of Illinois, and Mindanao
about the size of Indiana, besides a score
of other islands averaging in size that of
the State of Connecticut. Here are the
hemp and tobacco lands the best in the
world. Sugar and a dozen other tropical
staples are raised in very great abundance. There is no soft wood timber on
the Islands, but the hard woods, which
grow to enormous size, will soon be greatly sought after for furniture and will make
great fortunes for the owners.
Manila is full of soldiers and Is under
martial law. The Mexican currency prevails and makes the price of everything
ridiculously high as much so as in Mexico.
Affairs are at present very much unsettled. The United States government is,
as it seems to me, very unwisely applying the Spanish system of law and taxation, to the great detriment of trade arid
commerce. There is big money in Manila.
be
will
At present, owing to the soldiers, the
saloon business is very active. The newsof
we
papers and the street corners are loaded
give
decided
down with vulgar advertisements of whisky
and beer, and the police have their hands
now,
OVERCOAT
full, not with Filipinos, but with United
possible
'States troops, some of which are very
by
much given to disorder. Upon the surface
val- you
We offer
one wonders why, with 60,000 men, General
'
;
rvrv
r
:
(Me
r
i
i
i
if
to work and stamp out
Otis does not-gciiiuuuicu
in
at once all the rebels against United States
stunauthority. And yet the history of the Filipinos has been so pathetic, their suffering
:
low price of
so great under Spanish ferocity and they
are so childlike that it seems very like
slaughtering sheep to exert the tremendous
FANCY SUITS in
of
in
power of 60,000 perfectly armed men against
by
them. But stern necessity may require it
in the very near future.
STE1N-BLOC- H
CO., WHOLESALE
THE PHILIPPINE QUESTION.
What about the Philippine question?
on
TAILORS,
prices
These Islands came to us by a military ac$20.00, $25.00
$30.00, will be
cident. We could not, as a civilized people, turn them back to the savage Spaniards
offered
price
who would not have respect for promises
any more than they did toward Cuba. We
do not want these islands. Wo have now
more land in the United States than peoordiA
for you
ple, whereas the exact reverse is the case
BUSINESS SUIT
DRESS SUIT,
with England, France and Germany. To
price of
withdraw our forces would probably invite
anarchy and civil war. There seems to be
no other course than to hold the country
Men's
Warm
until its people are able to care for themHwy Under ear
selves. This will be many years, for they,
Night Shirts
Lightly Priced
as remarked, Lack the intellectual ability of
Fancy Flannelette, in
Natural Wool.Camel-nir- ,
the Japanese and even tho Chinese. A
btripes. extra well
L2S Tlue.
made.
colonial policy seenz3 to be forced upon us
as a part of tho "white man's burden."
We cannot treat theso islands as United
States territory in the constitutional Eense
of the term, for that would give this childlike people the full privileges of American
We Carry a Swell Line of
citizenship.
If the Filipinos were ready for autonomy
AN
j&WTIfrx.
BdOMWiiiiwirww
'0A'A'0MAm0H
and could sustain themselves In international policies, it would certainly be wise
to
Us
let them go, expecting from them an inSee
Before Buying
demnity and reserving
Manila for
harbor
and coalUnited
a
States
201 Ea.st Wnthlnefnn St.
The Schömberg Webb Cigar Co.,
present
ing station.
But at
this
Telephones 300.
5 S. ILLINOIS ST.
THE HEAD and THE HANDS
cannot be thought of. Congress should lose
no time in establishing a settled government and abolishing the old Spanish code
of laws, tajr, taxation and land tenure,
And at prices to suit
which Otis Is 'now enforcing, to the great
all kinds of people
detriment of the Vilipino people. We must
for these islanas w.hat England is doTHE STARR PIANO CO., do
H. T. CONDE IMPLEMENT CO.
as
ing for Egypt and hafc' done for India. It
Manufacturers, 13 W. Washinjtou St Is certainly an unwelcome ta3k, for we
12S-137 to S3 Cnj)ltol Ave, North.
Ti, renn. St., Indianapolis.
!
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have troubles enough at home. "One world thin mist. She rushed back into the tent,
called to her husband: "The British AMERICANS
at a time" for us the new world, plenty big and
on
are
the hill. Get up quick, and out."
enough of itself, would be the easy way.

But nations cannot, any more than individD. P. BALDWIN VISITS THERE OX HIS uals, always choose the easy way, but must
undertake disagreeable tasks; in other
WAY AROUND THE WORLD.
words, share the world's burdens.
D. P. BALDWLN.

Self-Governni- ent

1

J

SUNDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 4, 1900.

INDIANA'S GREATEST DISTRIBUTERS OF DRY GOODS

Dress Trimmings

Pages 9 to

IN

MEXICO

Go back to bed. woman." was the sleepy

retort of her husband; "the sand isn't out
of your eyes yet. What do you think the
sentries are doing?"
With that he turned over, and was about

visitors aiii: wi:i.cou:n dy natives AND OTHER RESIDENTS.

to resume his nap, when his wife shook
him. She made him go to the door; and
with his own eyes he saw she was right.
Cronje was hastily summoned, and within
HIS GREATEST FAILURE.
thirty minutes Joubert (without his coffee) Social DUsennlons Divide the Amerand 100 sharpshooters were climbing up the
perpendicular face of the hill, while
ican Population President Dins
almost
Napoleon and the Campaign to the the main
body of between six and seven
ID" People.
Loved
hundred Boers advanced in the regular way
Russian Capital.
to sham attack. The first Boer volley
Chicago News.
brought down 150 men. The British turned
and attempted a charge. Only orte more
Such a book as Hereford George's "Navolley was sent into their ranks by the Corrs;vndonce of the Indianapolis Journal.
poleon's Invasion of Russia" is the more Boers.
Then there were many more dead
ORIZABA, Mexico, Jan. 27. Spending the
interesting at just this time on account of or wounded
on the field. Their comrades
fled.
to
Tho
and
turned
returned
Boers
night
being
waged
In a manufacturing town, with nothwars
the
and
the
that are
camp
coffee.
and
had
their
comparisons it is possible to draw. Those
ing to see but a marvelously busy market-hous- e
who remember the preparations made for
and an ancient cathedral, is the fate
CROESUS
OF
A
WEST.
THE
the carrying on of. the campaign against
of him who. going to Vera Cruz, would see
Santiago de Cuba or the city of Manila, or
Cordoba. It Illustrates the need of more
Wonld-Ile
the raising of the sixty thousand troops Wealth of W. A. Clark, the
hotels of the class that will stand comparinow in the Philippines, or can turn from
son with the wants of the American tourSenator from Slontnnn.
those efforts to note the size of the armies
ist. Here there Is an excellent hotel, with
Great Britain is forced to put in the field Washington
every room full; at Cordoba there is no
In
Letter
Cleveland
Plain
In South Africa as the result of the Boers'
hotel at least none that the average tourDealer.
higher military efficiency, will read of NaThe other day Capt. Benson Foraker, son ist is willing to remain in for more than a
poleon's invasion of Russia with renewed of Senator J. B. Foraker, of Ohio, held in day, even to see the sights of 'a most In
respect for his qualities as an organizer, his hands $00,000 In cold cash that did not terestlng city.
leader and general.
belong to him and he, nor no one else
The American hotel man who will go to
It was as early as the beginning of 1S11 knows positively to whom it does belong.
the City of Mexico with sufficient capital
that the French Emperor saw that war
The captain was passing through one of to start a hostelry on the American pUn.
could not be delayed for any great length the corridors of the Capitol when he met a it would seem, has but to bound his forof time, and that Russia must be humbled member of the committee that is investitune by the wildest dreams of avarice.
if he were to carry out his most treasured gating the charges of bribery against Sen- There is something In the bracing air of a
ideas of empire. It is then that he is found
making his preparations for what Mr. ator Clark, of Montana. This senator was January day In the capital of Diaz that
carrying an envelope containing this mon- makes one ravenously hungry, and at the
George calls, not only Napoleon's "greatest military enterprise," but "the greatest ey. On young Foraker's request he handed same time makes one, at the end of a day,
In authentic history." At the beginning of
anxious to find a room and couch with the
the next year, 1S12, he disclosed his pur- it to him.
And here's the proposition that the cap- comforts of home. Other things have been
pose more clearly, entering into a treaty
with Austria which provided for that tain Is making to his lawyer friends:
surprising extent there,
power's furnishing a contingent. Prussia "Suppose I had run away with that money, Americanized to a or cafe. The American
but not the hotel
and the Rhenish confederation were merely directed to provide auxiliaries, without who could prosecute me? No one knows Hotel is as
as any of theni.
the formality of a treaty, so low had what 'to whom it belongs, and it doesn't belong Although we lived in what was once th
is now the German empire fallen in the to Whiteside, who charges that he and two
palace of an Emperor, during our etay In
world.
other,
Legislature
members
Montana
the
of
The total force, French and allies, which
the city, yet wo waited for hours for a
entered into this stupendous undertaking, took it as a bribe to vote for Clark."
hotel clerk to register us, to hand us cur
crossing the continent of Europe to attack
is certainly a unique question In law, keys or to attend to the many wants of
It
the Russian in his capital, was stupendous, for briefly here is the story: During the
including 1,242 cannon, 96,579 cavalry,
the guest who pays. And when his Majeshorses, and 533,47!) foot soldiers! This bitter fight in the Montana Legislature, ty, ' the clerk, appeared our wants were
does not include the artillerymen, the en- charges of flagrant bribery were openly
gineers and the more highly specialized made and the upshot of the whole mess granted with a condescension that not even
exdepartments of military administration
one Fred Whitetide, a member of Emperor Iturbide himself could have
and staff, which swells the enormous expe- was,
House, arose one day and proceeded ceeded in the days when he was master of
dition into one not far from 650,000 souls. the
to
make
sensation by sending to tho the mansion. At the cafes the experience
In abrupt contrast to this host is set the speaker's adesk
in cash which ho was similar. The tourist who can reconcile
Russian army for defense, which at the said he and twofSO.OOO
members had reother
outset numbered few, if any, more than ceived from one of Clark's
agents, for himself to waiting thirty minutes may not
213,000 men, increased afterward by 80,000
votes. The speaker tock the money complala; but only at the American Club,
men from Finland and Moldavia. But it their
sent
and
it to tho State Treasurer who held an organization maintained by the most
is not to be forgotten that Russia was op- it in trust
the investigation here beerating within her own lines, on her own gan before until
committee, and it progressive men of the American colony of
Senate
the
soil, and in the midst of a population fawas
on
as an exhibit in 3,500, could we find that which the InneT
forwarded
then
natically partiotic.
evidence.
It was a passive rather than an active The money doesn't belong to Whiteside man craved. There silverware and senk
defense which Russia adopted, following and
his two friends, because Whiteside were reminders of home. Elsewhere the
the example which Spain had set in such charges
that it was given to them illegally. knives were of iron, the spoons of pewter.
desperate resistances as the two at Sara- And furthermore,
he declares that the The landlord explained that more valuable
gossa, and avoiding an open and decisive man who paid the cash
have it back
engagement in the field as far as possible. by claiming it. But thuscan
no one has appurtenances had several times been Infar
These measures would not have proved ef- claimed it and if the story told by Whiteficient had not the Napoleonic armies been side is true, no one will claim it because it troduced, only to disappear with amazing
fairly overwhelmed by their own magni- would lay whoever did so liable to a rapidity-d- ue
to the dishonesty of servants.
adgreat
not
would
Frenchman
tude. The
Cheap labor is always associated with
penalty for bribery.
mit that anything was impossible, and it heavy
money
so
And
before
evidence
is
in
the
would seem that he needed the lessoh to the committee a whole fortune that no Mexico, but labor, especially of the dobe taught him. His commissary failed al- one claims. What will become of It? If mestic class' and for positions of even modmost abjectly and that is the one depend- Captain Foraker had put it in h'.s pocket, erate trust, those who have lived there
ence of an army in the field. It provided on what charge could he have been proseImfew supplies, and there were none to be cuted? Larceny? Larceny from whom? Em- longest are the most positive It ii
had in Russia.
possible to obtain. The American woman
money
bezzlement?
of
Embezzlement
that
destroyed
was
Moscow
Even after
to no one?
has complaints to make of the mervant,
whether by" intention or accident is beside belongs
having
captain
Is
The
fun
not
a
little
who wants every afternoon and evening
the- purpose no greater disaster might querying his friends along
line.
this
have come upon the French if they had
does not have to personally
If the money does really belong to Clark, out, but shesugar
understood 'what lay before them. But all, the
and sleep with the tablesenator, it is such a small sum lock up the
trom the emperor down, seemed to be in a thatMontana
he really wouldn't notice it if he loses ware under her head to Insure herself
dream. The spoils from the Russian capital it, for
they tell stories concerning the
were enormous and most valuable; yet all wealth and
income of this Croesus of the against possible deficiencies at the breakin
precious
world
the
fabrics
tho silver and
West that sound like fairy tales. Estimates
Is another obstacle which,
would not allay the pangs of hunger nor of his income run all the way from $6,000,000 fast table. There
warm the frozen bodies of the troops which a year up to $20,000,000. He is said to main- the American colony finds to perfect serenburdened themselves with them at the cost tain luxurious establishments in Paris, ity of mind. Said one woman: 'There are
of their provisions. The winter, contrary New York and Montana. He owns mines but a few modistes In the city who can
to the usual impression, was more than and stocks and bonds and sugar plantabe depended on to return 'work on time. It
ordinarily late in falling. At the outset no tions and banks and land and timber and
armies of any size threatened their free oh, everything. Think of it just a moment: is no uncommon thing for a dressmaker
passage from the Muscovite dominion. The Suppose his income is $13,000,000 a year; to retain a garment she Is making for a
almost unspeakable misfortunes which that means that every time the watch ticks
overoverwhelmed the French were almost all his Income is 42 cents. Every time the year. Those who are prompt are
due to the corrupter of persons and nations second hand makes a circuit he is $25 richer crowded with work. The others take their
and every hour of the aay he is getting
alike greed.
task only when
By way of final warning to those who richer by something like $1,500. As each day time and complete their
seek to add empire to possessions right- rolls past his wealthyouIs added to by about they need the money. Then It is hurried
Whew! Do
think he needs that
fully held an analysis of the battles of $36.000. $CO,000
undescrlbabie fashion and
even If it does belong to him, together In
Velutlno and Borodino shows Napoleon to paltry
there remains a consider- brought back to the customer."
have been almost at his worst in those en- and of that fact
Why,
doubt.
able
INHARMONIOUS AMERICANS.
it doesn't represent a
gagements, displaying few or none of those
single
day's
Income.
success
which
military
great qualities for
The American colony Is, without excepwriting
conto
turned
the
this
I
After
unquestionably
genius
he
the
him
made
tion, cordial to the stranger, but Internal
biowas. Mr. George will not allow that he gressional directory in which brief senare published of all
dissensions have turned It into factions.
was suffering from temporary Indisposition graphical sketches
representatives.
see
to
I wanted
Buch as his admirers like to attribute all ators and
There are said to be thirty' distinct cliques
what had been the early training of this Tn
his mistakes to, but holds that Napoleon man
the society of the colony. Only in the
here, like Homer in his poems, was really And who iscounts his income in the millions.
this what I read: "William Andrews charity ball, the event of the year for the
nodding failing to bring his great powers
Democrat, of Butte, was born on a resident Americans, do these unite or
Clark,
bestirring
upon
events
the
of mind to bear
near
Connellsville Fayette county,
farm
him.
fore
rather recognize each other's existence;
Pennsylvania, Jan. 8, 1839; received a common school education; moved to Iowa with and then the walls of the ballroom are
VACANT LOTS CULTIVATION.
his father in 1S56 and assisted in farm work
with little groups as exclusive as If
for a short time; taught school and studied lined
from
An Undertaking Which Has Censed to law at Mount Pleasant, la.; worked in the a barrier of brick separated them
quartz mines around Central City, Col., in each other.
Be an Experiment.
1SC2, and went to Montana in 1SG3, where he
The stranger Is warmly welcomed. Two
has since resided; was State orator at the American
Philadelphia Press.
men locked their desks and put
Centennial in 1S76; was elected
Five years ago Governor Pingr.e, va-of Philadelphia
grand master of the Masonic fraternity in on their outing clothes the day we left the
Michigan, proposed the cultivation of
Ü77;
major of a battalion that pursued city to come with us to the Isthmus of
cant lots about Detroit as an aid to the Chief was
Joseph
and his band in the Nez Perces Tehuantepec, Others had secured passes
support of poor families. Last night the, Invasion
1S77;
was president of the conof
this
of
Association
Vacant Lots Cultivation
convention of the State In 1SS4; to visit the palace of rresldent Diaz at
city held Its third annual meeting, and the stitutional
also president of the second constitu- Chapultepec, paid for our carriage drives
same plan is in successful operation in a was
tional
convention in 1SS9; was the candi- and refused to be reimbursed. Introduced
Boston.
to
Denver
from
dozen cities
Congress In 1SSS, but was defeated
date
for
was predicted in these columns three
It
a schism In his own party; was us to their clubs, acted as guides, philosof
because
excepwas
Philadelphia
years ago that
to
the United States Senate by the ophers and friends; Interpreted, bargained,
tionally well situated for this work. Thr, elected
legislature in 1S90, but was disregarded their own affairs In their deDemocratic
populaThe
land about the city Is fertile. desiring
owing
not
to the muddle growing
seated
this
advan-agtion from which the families
of the organization of two legislatures light at being able to unfold the
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